Bowes Learning Quest
Geography

Art & Design

Locate Spain on a map, know which continent it is in and
which countries border Spain
Name and locate the capital city
Where is Spain in relation to England?
What is Spain like?
What is Madrid like?
What are the main land uses and types of settlement in
Madrid?
Compare London and Madrid

DT- Cooking
Exploring Spanish food

Physical Education

Religious Education

Music

Languages

Steel Pans

Spanish- Word order and colour/opinion; Tengo and Soy;
gender and Easter

English

Maths

Science

Non-fiction
To write a poem
Fiction
To write a setting description in role
Grammar
To use descriptive techniques (e.g. similes, expanded noun
phrases). Fronted Adverbials.
To use a range of conjunctions.
Drama/Spoken Language
To role-play and freeze frame sections of the Toro! Toro!
Class Texts
Toro! Toro! - Michael Morpurgo

Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator.
Recognise and write decimal equivalents of any number of
tenths or hundredths.
Convert between different units of measure (for example,
kilometre to metre; hour to minute).
Measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure
(including squares) in centimetres and metres.
Find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares.
Interpret and present discrete and continuous data using
appropriate graphical methods, including bar charts and
time graphs.

Electricity
Which machines need electricity to work?
What are the different electrical components?
What is a simple electrical circuit?
How does an electrical circuit work and how can they be
fixed?
How does an electrical switch work?
When can electricity be dangerous?

PSHE

SMSC & British Values

Home Learning & Updates

Changing Me – How does my body change?

Sport Relief
Moral- Understanding Consequences
Bowes Value-Resilience

Please continue to support your child with the following:
Daily reading
Times tables practice
Spellings
Websites to help with your learning: www.topmarks.co.uk
www.ttrockstars.com

Year 4 – Spring 2 – Maple Class
Viva La Vida!

Indoor PE - Dance - Characterisation
Outdoor PE – Tag Rugby

Christianity – Easter (Forgiveness)

Computing
HTML - Website Design

